
Agenda
1. Logistics of Future Plans (for the Occupation)

DISCUSSION: Find out what the other cities are going to be doing for the winter. We should take into 
account what the other occupations are planning and then make a decision of our own. There a few 
options: go out with a bang and continue meetings/protests, occupy indoors, stay through the winter… 
No matter what we do, we need to keep organizing workshops and meetings and keep at this. OPINION: 
If we go through the winter we need the right gear, it will not be as public of an affair, etc. We would 
really just be hiding in our tents. OPINION: Hiding in the tents wouldn’t be so bad, we would still be 
present. OPINION: Occupying indoors we need really dedicated people who have no other commitments 
and it would need to be planned out meticulously. Occupying outdoors, a location on campus could 
be ideal, and we wouldn’t need very many people. CONCERN: Christmas is a concern, we can’t expect 
everybody to stay over Christmas break. OPINION: If we decide to shut down for the winter, we should 
get back out and occupy as soon as the snow melts.

PROPOSAL: We should look at occupying the Gazebo as a first interest (outside) but as a default we 
should go out with a big bang. (occupying a big building is a possibility but the less likely option at this 
point).
CONSENSUS: Reached.

2. Community and Respect

DISCUSSION: We had discussed in some previous meetings certain guidelines:

•	 Clean up after yourself, if you stay overnight, try to bring a food dish/travel mug so that we can reduce 
waste. 

•	 Don’t have drugs or alcohol at the occupation
•	 We are a peaceful and nonviolent demonstration. Decisions about the course of the occupation will be 

taken by the group in a general assembly.

CONCERN: Somebody had been here and felt offended by the tactics of somebody trying to enforce the 
rules. STATEMENT: There will be people who may not want to abide by the guidelines but this group is 
in the public eye and we can’t avoid every situation, but you need to think of the group before yourself. 
You must treat others how you want to be treated. Keep nothing illegal on the site and do not do anything 
illegal on the site or anything that could damage the credibility with this movement. OPINION: Being 
passive right now is working for us. We are limited in bodies right now. We need to pick and choose 
our battles. We should avoid any negativity movements. OPINION: This space should not so much be 
about radical protesting action but educational and informative actions. We need to have a positive 
environment where people can learn about these world issues and problems that we are concerned about.

3. Communicating with other Occupations

DISCUSSION: A few people have key contacts at other occupations - more so with Moncton. A couple 
people may be travelling to St. John to visit the occupation there and have a chat with them. We have a 
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media team that may be able to take on the responsibility of keeping contact with other movements in 
NB and beyond. STATEMENT: Sandy is going to Montreal, Evan is going to Toronto, so we should send 
solidarity through these two people.

PROPOSAL: Evan will update the OccupyTogether website tab with our current information and also 
acquire the e-mail through the OccupyTogether website.
CONSENSUS: Reached.

PROPOSAL: Send a message of solidarity from Fredericton to Toronto & Montreal with the people 
travelling there, be it through a card/cards or poster with signatures.
CONSENSUS: Reached.

PROPOSAL: We start the card project tomorrow and finish it by tomorrow.
CONSENSUS: Reached.

4. Robin Hood Tax March 

DISCUSSION:  General discussion about what the Robin Hood Tax is, the date is October 29th and 
general feeling is that we should participate in the march here in Fredericton. Need to bring this up again 
at the General Assembly.


